Council

DECISION OF THE COUNCIL CONCERNING THE ADMISSION OF MADAGASCAR TO THE OECD SCHEME FOR THE CONTROL OF FOREST REPRODUCTIVE MATERIAL MOVING IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE

THE COUNCIL,

Having regard to Article 5 a) and c) of the Convention on the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development of 14 December 1960;

Having regard to the Decision of the Council of 5 March 1974 establishing an OECD Scheme for the Control of Forest Reproductive Material Moving in International Trade [C(74)29(Final)] as amended;

Having regard to the Procedure for the Extension of the Scheme to those non-member countries of the Organisation which are Members of the Organization of the United Nations or of its Specialised Agencies [Annex II to the above-mentioned Decision];

On the proposal of the Committee for Agriculture;

ADMITS Madagascar to the OECD Scheme for the Control of Forest Reproductive Material Moving in International Trade.